Learning the Hope College Discussion Boards

Initial Steps for Students:

In your web browser, navigate to http://discus.hope.edu. The discussion boards are also linked from KnowHope in the upper blue navigation stripe.

- Select the appropriate discussion board for your academic division from the main menu.

- Choose the topic/class name.
Posting a message to an existing subtopic/thread:

- Click on a topic title to read existing messages.

- Scroll down to the message form and click in the box to begin typing.

- Enter your Username and Password supplied by your professor.

- Click “Preview/Post Message.”

- After reviewing the message, click “Post.”
Adding a new subtopic/thread:
(This is an optional feature that may or may not be offered by an individual professor)

- Choose to “Start a New Thread.”
- Complete the form and follow the prompts to preview and post the thread with your Username and Password.

- Make any necessary corrections and confirm by clicking “Post this Message.”